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Public Support for Alcohol Regulation is Very High
An interview with Kelly Roberson, Executive Director, Center for Alcohol Policy
A recent survey by the Center for Alcohol Policy
(the Center) revealed that a large percentage of
the public strongly supports our state-based
system, understands that alcohol is a unique
product warranting regulation and wants policymakers to prioritize public health and safety
when considering dealing with alcohol
regulations. To drill down on this subject, I had
a chance to interview the Center’s Executive
Director, Kelly Roberson.
Kelly noted that the Center began running this
survey almost a dozen years ago and does it
every other year. The reason for doing the
survey was to know what people actually think
about alcohol regulations.
It's kind of a
"temperature check" of the national sentiment.
Kelly said the responses are amazingly
consistent over time, and in some cases,
support has grown since the early years. In
addition, support is very much non-partisan as
there were few differences between Democrats
and Republicans.
While the media sometimes calls for change,
characterizing
alcohol
regulations
as
"antiquated", the public is quite satisfied with
them. Kelly noted that 87% think it is very
important to regulate the alcohol industry. Total
satisfaction with the purchasing system has
increased from 81% in 2017 to 85% in 2021.
And, 71% said their state regulations are "about
right". In 2017, that percentage was 63%.
There seems to be no demand for more places
to purchase alcohol as 76% are satisfied with
the number of places they can purchase the
product. In 2017, that percentage was 68%.

The survey demonstrated support for the threetier system. A total of 83% said they support the
right of states to require alcohol to be sold under
this system and 80% thought it was working
well.
Kelly said the survey revealed where the public
places the priority when considering legislation.
The top three priorities included "reducing drunk
driving", "protecting health and public safety”
and "reducing underage drinking." These three
topics garnered over 60%.
Economic
development measures or expanding consumer
access and choice got much less support. A
majority (68%) agrees that higher alcohol
content products are a greater health risk and
63% agree such products warrant stricter
control.
When asked about what was new or surprising,
Kelly described a new question about whether
people thought regulatory changes made during
the COVID pandemic should be made
permanent.
Many states allowed licensed
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establishments to sell alcohol "to go" and
allowed dining and drinking in outdoor spaces.
Not many thought these changes should simply
be kept in place. Fifty-six percent said you
should evaluate their impact first, and 21%
favored returning to the original laws. Only 22%
believed we should just keep these new things
in place. But, in allowing such things as alcohol
"to-go", those individuals and companies should
be held to the same standards as regular
licensees.
Views of Changes Made During the Pandemic

21%

22%

56%

Keep these new regulations in place
Before making any changes permanent, state should evaluate
impacts on their communities
Return to original regulations
n/a

Source: Center for Alcohol Policy, survey conducted March 2021

This survey is an important reflection of the
public attitudes and support for alcohol
regulation. It can be used as a guide for policy
makers who wish to know about the "public
sentiment."
It is also helpful for alcohol
regulatory staff to know that the public is
supportive and thinks that it is an important
function.
For those wanting more information about the
survey, go to www.centerforalcoholpolicy.org. A
more detailed account of the survey can be
downloaded below.
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